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Mark Scheme

Q1.          

Q2.          
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Q6.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) A description including three of the

following points:

into root hairs (1)

through a partially permeable
membrane (1)

by osmosis (1)

down a concentration
gradient (1)

accept: through leaves (as correct for
water plants)

reject: active transport
ignore: refs to diffusion

accept: from a high
concentration (of water) to a low
concentration (of water)

(3)

(ii) An explanation including twoof the
following points:

less /slower movement of
water into the plant (1)

OR

more / faster movement of
water out of the plant (1)

(because) less (free) water
outside the plant than inside
(1)

accept: lowers concentration of water
outside the plant (than inside) ORA

(2)

(iii) A   diffusion (1)

Q7.          
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Q8.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) D  9.0% (1)
(ii) lowered the level of carbon

dioxide / carbon dioxide
{removed / taken in} (1)

increased the level of oxygen /
oxygen {produced / made}(1)

accept: percentage for level

If CO2 written must be correct, do not
accept CO2

(2)
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Q9.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) B (1)
(ii) Any two from the following:

diffusion (1)

from an area of high
concentration to an area of low
concentration/down a
concentration gradient (1)

through stoma / stomata (1)

Accept pores / between guard cells
Ignore through guard cells

(2)

(iii) Any three from the following:

(by) photosynthesis (1)

ref to chloroplast / chlorophyll
(1)

requires carbon dioxide and
water (1)

light (energy) needed (for
photosynthesis)(1)

(to produce) glucose (1)

Ignore incorrect balancing of
equations throughout

Reject (and) respiration

Accept if written on arrow in word /
formula equation

Accept correct formulae word /
formula equation

Accept if written on arrow in word /
formula equation Reject energy is
created / produced

Accept sugar from word / formula
equation

(3)
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Q10.          
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